In this study, we used multi-detector computed tomographic (MDCT) images of human left ventricles at end-diastole and end-systole to perform quantitative analysis and comparison of heart motion in patients with anterior wall myocardial infarction and ischemic cardiomyopathy (ICM) versus those with global non-ischemic cardiomyopathy (NICM). MDCT ventricular images of 25 patients (13 with ICM) with ejection fraction (EF) < 35% were analyzed. We used a novel technique (parallel transport) to translate within subject motion-related end-diastole to end-systole deformation to a common coordinate system without incorporating acrosssubject variation. We then performed a hypothesis testing on the ventricular motion variation in the global template coordinate. Statistical analysis indicated that there were meaningful ventricular motion differences between ICM and NICM groups. Additionally, patients with ICM demonstrated less wall thickening at ES in the anterior wall where the pathology was located.
INTRODUCTION
Despite recent advances in medical and surgical therapies, heart failure remains a leading cause of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality [1] . Heart failure patients with prior myocardial infarction (MI) due to coronary artery disease (CAD) are considered to have ischemic cardiomyopathy (ICM). The remaining heart failure patients are classified as nonischemic (NICM) which is a heterogeneous group. Death of myocardial cells from ischemia, toxic or infectious agents, or pressure or volume overload leads to scar formation, alteration in ventricular geometry, and electric and anatomic remodeling. Because ventricular function is influenced by this remodeling, metrics related to motion may be particularly sensitive Thanks to American Heart Association (0725357U) and National Institute of Health (HL70894, HL52307, R24 HL085343) for funding.
to disturbances in myocardial organization that occur during disease progress and may have great value in risk prediction and treatment evaluation. Identifying the etiology of heart failure is clinically relevant since it determines the prognosis and course of treatment.
Assessing regional differences in left ventricular motion requires examining within-subject time-dependent deformation of left ventricle (LV) across population. To perform hypothesis testing related to time-dependant within-subject deformation, it is essential to define a common coordinate system across subjects. Previously, it has been suggested to map individual anatomy to a single common atlas (template) using warping techniques [2] . However, this approach does not distinguish between inter and cross subject shape variation along different cardiac time phases. Simply matching every image to a single template may conceal within-subject variation when between-subject variation is large. To overcome this difficulty, we used a novel method, parallel transport in group of diffeomorphisms (smooth and invertible transformations) [3] , to translate within-subject motion related deformation at one cardiac cycle to a global template eliminating across-subject deformation.
In this work, we apply methods of computational anatomy (CA) and parallel transport in the framework of diffeomorphism to perform quantitative analysis of left ventricular motion at two time points, end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES), using imaging data collected from two patient populations diagnosed with ischemic or nonischemic cardiomyopathy all of whom have received implantable cardioverterdefibrillator (ICD) placement. The goal is to define anatomical motion differences that are reliable markers for discriminating between these two populations.
METHODS

Subjects
All human studies were approved by The Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board for human investigation, and all subjects gave written informed consent following explana-tion of the study and protocol. All patients were enrolled in a single-center prospective study of clinically-indicated ICD placement for the primary prevention of sudden cardiac death. All patients had left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) ≤ 35% as measured by echocardiography or radionuclide studies, and all patients had undergone coronary angiography. Patients with significant coronary artery stenosis and a history of MI or revascularization were classified as having ICM. Patients were classified as NICM if they had no history of myocardial infarction (MI) or revascularization, and no evidence of coronary artery stenoses ≥ 70%. Patients underwent cardiac magnetic resonance imaging and multi-detector CT.
Twenty five patients (ICM ten men and three women; NICM eight men and four women) were selected such that the average LVEF was matched between the two groups. Mean age was 55.9 ± 10.9 (SD) years and 51.7 ± 13.2 years (p = 0.39) for ICM and NICM subjects, respectively. LVEFs by MRI were 29.1 ± 6.5% and 22.6 ± 9.9% (p = 0.07) for the ICM and NICM groups, respectively. The MI location in the ICM group varied from anterior to anterior apical and anterior/septal. Each subject was studied either in a 32 (n = 8) or 64-detector (n = 17) multi detector computed tomography (MDCT) scanner (Aquilion 32(64), Toshiba Medical Systems Corporation, Otawara, Japan). The plane resolution varied from 0.36 mm × 0.36 mm to 0.45 × 0.45 mm, full thickness = 0.5 mm. Axial images were reconstructed using a multi-segment reconstruction algorithm at 10 time points.
Pre-processing
Axial images were interpolated to an isotropic voxel size of 1 mm 3 , and then cropped to isolate the LV. Then the images were resampled along the LV long axis direction. subsequently, Images were segmented manually by outlining epicardial and endocardial surfaces (papillary muscles and trabeculations were excluded). ES and ED cardiac phases were determined by visual examination of heart images using short axis views at the mid-ventricular level.
Template construction and parallel transport
We employed the large deformation diffeomorphic metric mappings (LDDMM) algorithm [4] along with the theory of geodesic shooting to create global ED average LV template using the heart images from all 25 subjects. The first step in this iterative process is to estimate an optimal diffeomorphic (smooth and invertible) transformation, using the LDDMM algorithm, which maps a provisional template to the individual target images in a cohort population. This step provides optimal initial velocity vector fields that will be used in the second step to compute average initial velocity vectors. The final step is to propagate these averaged initial velocity vectors along the direction of minimal energy path (geodesic shooting). The final result is an evolved template that is in Fig. 1 . This figure depicts different steps of parallel transport. For each subject, ED LV images were defined as baseline and were mapped to the global template (cross-subject matching). Next, for each subject LV images at ES were mapped to corresponding ED. In the final stage, parallel transport technique was used to translate the cross-subject ES-ED deformation in the global coordinate system closer proximity to the true average shape. These steps are iterated until the magnitude of the averaged initial velocity becomes small enough. Fig. 1 summarizes the process of parallel transport. Once the global ED template is created, we first select a subject related template (I n 0 , for n = 1, ..., 25) in the time sequence (ED in this study) and perform a cross-subject alignment of this subject-related ED template to a common template (I globalTemp , global ED). To improve cross-subject alignment, our LDDMM based image matching is preceded by an affine registration of subject related template (ED) to the global template. The same affine transformation is then applied to the corresponding subject related ES image. At the end of this first step, we generate a sequence of scalar fields, ζ [5] . The momentum signature (μ n 0 ) is a vector that can be used to uniquely determine the evolution from the group template to the global template. Subsequent to this cross-subject alignment, we estimate deformations that map an affine-transformed subject-related ES image (I 
Assessment of parallel transport accuracy
To assess the accuracy of parallel transport in translating ED to ES shape deformation from a subject representation to a common coordinate system, we used the logarithm of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix (log-Jacobian map). We first computed the within-subject ED to ES log-Jacobian maps. Then we transformed these subject-related log-Jacobian maps to the coordinate system of global template using the transformations that map individual subject ED images to the global template. Finally, we compared these transformed withinsubject log-Jacobian maps to the ones that was computed from the parallel transport algorithm using the following sim-
where Jac +/− (i) represents the set of voxels with positive/negative log-Jacobian computed for subject i (sub-indicies w and p represent within-subject and parallel transported, respectively). Therefore, S +/− (i) is the similarity index for subject i, measured over the shared voxels in the within-subject (Jac +/− w (i)) and parallel transported (Jac +/− p (i)) log-Jacobian maps whose values for both are either positive or negative.
Statistical analysis
To make statistical inference about ICM and NICM groups with regards to ED to ES motion-related deformation, we designed a nonparametric randomized test based on rank-sums. (i) We first computed the matrix containing the dot products of parallel transported initial momenta among all subjects, normalized by the product of the norms of the momenta. The coefficients of this matrix therfore provide the angle cosines between two initial momenta. (ii) For each subject, we generated an ordered list of angle cosines between this subject and all other subjects in both ICM and NICM groups, and summed the obtained ranks of subjects belonging to the same group. This provides a number per subject that should be large if two groups are distinct (high cosines for subjects in the same group). (iii) Finally, we summed over all these numbers to obtain a single statistics. To obtain the p value, a permutation test with 10,000 permutations was used. 
Visualization
To visualize the group effect on ED to ES ventricular motion, we first normalized the parallel transported momenta and then computed the average momenta that correspond to the ventricular motion in ICM and NICM groups separately. This results in two averaged momenta that are aligned with the global ED template. From these two averaged momenta, we can compute two deformations by solving EPDiff equations [3] . Applying these deformations to the global ED template creates two shapes that illustrate average deformation from ED to ES for ICM and NICM groups. Fig. 2 illustrates one example using parallel transport to represent within-subject ventricular motion deformation from ED to ES in the global ED template coordinate. Top row represents a sample long axis 2D view of left ventricle in ED (right) and ES (left) respectively. Bottom panel represents the corresponding 2D plane of left ventricle for the ED global template (right). Bottom left depicts the left ventricular image of this subject at ES represented in the global template coordinate. Careful examination of this figure indicates that the technique of parallel transport can capture the ED to ES ventricular deformation as it is evident from the pattern of wall thickening and chamber size. The average positive (regional expansion) and negative (regional compression) similarity index values were 0.9 ± 0.03 (SD) and 0.92 ± 0.02 (SD), respectively. This indicates good agreement between withinsubject ED to ES motion-related shape deformation and its corresponding normalized volumes.
RESULTS
The non parametric statistical analysis of angle cosines Fig. 3 . Illustration of global template (middle) and average parallel transported ES images for ICM (left) and NICM (right) groups. Arrows point to the differences in the wall thickening pattern between ICM and NICM patients in anterior (light grey arrow) and inferior (dark grey arrow) walls.
among the initial momenta suggests that there are statistically significant ventricular motion differences between ICM and NICM groups (p ≈ 0.03). To illustrate average ventricular motion variation between ICM and NICM groups, we used the evolution equations to deforme the global ED template and create average parallel translated ES images for ICM and NICM groups respectively (Fig. 3) . Visual assessment of group average ES shapes indicates that the anterior wall thickening that normally occurs in ventricular contraction is less noticeable in ICM group (light color arrow in Fig. 3 ). The similar reduced thickening is identifiable at inferiorapical wall in the ICM group (dark color arrow in Fig. 3 ). In contrast to ICM group, NICM group on average demonstrates greater wall thickening in both anterior and inferior walls at apical and mid-wall regions.
DISCUSSION
In this work, we introduced the application of parallel transport in diffeomorphism to analyze motion variation of in-vivo heart images in patients with LV dysfunction. The results indicate that this method can identify and quantify motion variation in remodeled myopathic heart and that can potentially be used to discriminate between patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy and those with global non-ischemic cardiomyopathy. Additionally, we observed regional difference in wall thickening between ICM and NICM groups. Ischemic patients on average demonstrate less wall thickening in the anterior wall which is consistent with the anterior location of infarction. This suggests that our approach has high sensitivity to locate the pathology. Time series analysis, in the context of tensor based morphometry, has been previously used in brain research [6, 7] . These methods are based on using deformation fields that maps a template to each individual images in the time series to identify regions of shape difference. A necessary step for statistical analysis of deformation fields across subject is to transfer these fields to a common template. While this can be achieved by mapping all images onto the common template, the resulting transformations contain both the within subject and across subject shape variations. This could potentially mask subtle shape alterations that occur in the time series. Parallel transport offers a solution by transferring within subject deformation to a global template without incorporating across subject deformations. Hence, parallel transport is a promising technique to analyze motion variation across subjects and can be potentially used to quantify the progress of pathology or response to treatment.
